
HOMELESSNESS AND POVERT>

MOTION

The City and County of Los Angeles are expending tremendous effort and 
spending unprecedented financial resources to solve the crisis of homelessness on our 
streets. Yet while tens of thousands of people have been ptaced in housing, 
encampments proliferate in nearly every neighborhood of Los Angeles.

Living in an encampment exposes unhoused residents to the elements, to harm, 
and to public health threats. The presence of sidewalk encampments in neighborhoods 
and near schools causes considerable alarm for housed residents. Clearly, more 
aggressive and coordinated efforts are required tp help people move from 
encampments and into long-term housing. V I'

A recent model profiled in the Los Angeles Times shows great promise. The 
“Encampment to Homes” pilot project enhanced the usual outreach and placement 
protocols with a more geographically focused and.'proactive approach connected to 
new, nearby housing resources that were set to become available.
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From February through November of last year, the Encampment to Home pilot 
project focused on encampments of homeless individuals in two South L.A. 
neighborhoods. The project team - comprised of the LA Department of Mental Health, 
the LA Department of Health Services, the Los Angeles Homeless Services Authority, 
the United Way of Greater LA, SSG-HOPICS, and the People Concern worked 
intensively with people living in two large encampments. These areas were reflective of 
the variety of people who experience street-based homelessness in Los Angeles - 
families and individuals of all ages, genders, and: backgrounds.

Under this project, coordinated outreach teams were able to focus intensively on 
engaging unsheltered residents, and workers were able to expedite the housing 
navigation process. Biweekly coordination meetings between the partner agencies 
allowed for nimble streamlining of services. And with comrriitted housing resources, 
participants were that much more motivated to engage. :

By every measure, the Encampment to Hdme project was a success. The project 
teams were able to identify, assess, and provide housing resources to unhoused 
residents from street encampments. Of the 106 residents housed by the program, 68 
moved into two new apartment buildings at El Segundo Boulevard and the 110 Freeway. 
A year after completion of the project, nearly 93% of those who moved into a permanent 
unit remain successfully housed. ^ "
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With such proven success at moving individuals experiencing homelessness 
from street encampments to permanent housing,;ipnd with the construction of thousands 
of new Permanent Supportive Housing units throughout the city in the pipeline, the 
Encampment to Home approach should be repliG&tpd and scaled up to different parts of 
the City. Importantly, this approach prioritizes intensive supportive services and limits 
the need to utilize local law enforcement as a primary strategy to reducing 
encampments.

I THEREFORE MOVE that the Homeiessritess Coordinator, in consultation with 
the Los Angeles Homeless Services Authority, th^- Chief Legislative Analyst, City 
Administrative Officer, and other agencies as needed, be directed to report on the 
Encampment to Home program, including an analysis of factors that contributed to its 
success, recommendations for further refinements, and recommendations for expansion 
of the program Citywide, including resources needed to do so.

I FURTHER MOVE that the report include;fecommendations for funding 
expansion of the program, including proposals fojr; reprogramming funds currently being 
spent on less effective and less focused outreach efforts.. - t
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■JLPRESENTED BY:
MIKE BONIN
Cguncilmember, 11th District
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